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Desperately needs to be updated!! This book was such a disappointment. I should market myself with
good letterhead and a presentation folder? To occupied with work I will want the 60 one by then. Very
definitely a baby boomer book. This book actually made me feel more than 50 and a little depressed
because with the student loans I'm still trying to repay, I still don't possess a home or a big 401K and I
can't just pay off my home loan, quit my work and follow my dreams. I settled in to discover sage
guidance for the next 1/2 of my life.! Eat even more soy and flaxseed? Starting reading it looks like it is
full of good advice Starting reading it seems like it is full of good advice. A lot has occurred since these
people were 50 and it's a new world out there! I simply couldn't see through the outdated references to
essentially enjoy this book. Fun book Arrived quickly as referred to. In the event that you aren't wealthy I
thought this might be an inspirational reserve, but I was extremely disappointed. If you aren't wealthy,
and can't afford to buy holiday homes, travel the world, and invest in plastic surgery now (before stuff
worsen), this book isn't for you. She said it's the BEST book ever! Great little gift for someone turning 50
Bought this for a pal turning 50 and she really liked it! (At least that is what she said.) :) I paged through
it before wrapping and it did look like an extremely nice book with great ideas and inspirational journeys.
The amount of money management area is specially moldy. May need to wait around until I retire to
complete reading. The majority of the writers are actually well to their 70s therefore I feel like I'm getting
tips from my parents. GREAT 50TH BIRTHDAY GIFT! The individual who got this as a gift has provide
extremely +ve feedback upon this publication and would highly recommend this book for everyone, even
before fifty :-) Fun read This book is actually interesting & fun to read. A lot of fun things to appear at
with this milestone age Gift Purchased for my dad's 50th birthday, don't think he's done all the things but
he got a kick from the book.Update: Father loved this so much, he held onto it for 3 years waiting for his
sister to carefully turn 50 and re-gifted it to her. Great Gift for 50 Year Old Man This is given as
something special for my 50 year old friend. He recommends it. He experienced the publication and
smiled. She treasured it. but I was extremely disappointed. Great gift Help fund cancer research, dont pay
attention to Diane (comfy clothes are for post workout couch time only) LOVED the top ten list
suggestion. I sent this publication to a friend on her 50th Birthday and she LOVES it! Have a hike, limber
up, buff up your brain and be ready for an amazing collection of essays to market positive growth.
Everyone should travel a competition car. I've known many who have, and it's much less obscure as you'd
believe, rather than nearly as costly. The verdict isn't in yet on whether or not one should trade strength
for wisdom, as there's bliss in ignorance. In a weakened globe, it isn't bad to be solid either. I think she
will enjoy reading it This book is for my step-daughters 50th Birthday. it's a decent "bathroom reader",
nothing as well severe or earth shattering. Five Stars This was something special. Five Stars Great ideas
Five Stars Perfect for fifty birthday of friend She loved it. Gave this as a birthday present for someone
turning 50. I believed he utilized the book for the entire year he was 50 years old. Don't wait around till
your 50th Was bought as a gift.! (HUGE Letterman fan).! It made me experience horrible about where I
am at this stage of my life.!!! Take it for what it's worth; I think she will enjoy reading it.
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